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Buried petroleum pipelines may encounter threats from blast loading due to terrorist attacks, accidental explosions, and artificial
blasting during in-progress construction. Carbon-fibre-reinforced polymer (CFRP) is often used for the repair and reinforcement
of buried petroleum pipelines. It is meaningful and necessary to distinguish the different responses and establish an effective
damage assessment method for standard petroleum pipelines and CFRP-supported petroleum pipelines buried in soil under blast
loading. In this study, under fixed end constraints, experimental analysis and numerical simulations were combined to assess the
damage of a standard petroleum pipeline and a CFRP petroleum pipeline buried in soil under blast loading. (e results showed
that, for a scaled distance of 0.19m/kg1/3, plastic deformation occurred on the surfaces of the two pipelines facing the explosive.
(e antiexplosion performance of the CFRP pipeline was better than that of the standard pipeline, and the CFRP sheets had a
positive effect on the protection of the buried petroleum pipeline during the buried blast loading. Furthermore, based on pressure-
impulse damage theory and with consideration of the feasibility under real circumstances, two pressure-impulse damage
evaluation curves for standard and CFRP pipelines facing explosive loads were established separately based on a new critical ratio
of the dent depth and length. Finally, based on the two pressure-impulse damage evaluation curves and the new critical ratio, two
pressure-impulse damage criteria for these two buried petroleum pipelines were defined. Moreover, with the two pressure-
impulse damage evaluation curves, mathematical formulae for the two different buried petroleum pipelines were established to
generate pressure-impulse diagrams. With the established formulae, the damage to the standard buried pipeline and the CFRP
pipeline could be evaluated effectively. Damage to other similar standard pipelines or CFRP pipelines buried in soil with different
design parameters due to shallow buried blast loading could also be evaluated using this method.

1. Introduction

Petroleum pipelines are energy lifeline systems that are
closely related to strategic and economic interests, and their
safe operation and maintenance are of great significance to
national security and social stability. Most long-distance
petroleum pipelines are designed to be buried because
buried pipelines are less restricted by terrain and can be kept
warm by the soil [1, 2]. However, terrorist attacks, accidental
explosions, and artificial blasting during construction in

progress have occurred frequently around the world in
recent years, posing a challenge to buried petroleum pipeline
safety. Blast loading, especially shallow buried blast loading
(scaled depth no greater than 0.8m/kg1/3 [3]) has become an
objective threat to buried petroleum pipelines. (us, the
dynamic characteristics and explosion resistance perfor-
mances of buried pipelines should be more of a focus than
ever before. Furthermore, it is important to establish a
scientific method that can be used to evaluate the safety
status after blast loading and to find an effective and
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economical way to increase the antiexplosion performances
of buried petroleum pipelines. Carbon-fibre-reinforced
polymer (CFRP) has a low weight, high strength, and good
plasticity, and CFRP is often used to repair structural
members such as beams, columns, panels, and walls [4–11].
Additionally, CFRP can improve the impact resistance of a
reinforced object and reduce the damage in an oil-gas field
[12, 13]. (e investigation of the dynamic responses of
buried petroleum pipelines and the evaluation of the damage
to pipelines with CFRP reinforcement during shallow buried
blast loading have important practical significance and
theoretical value.

Because of the complexity of explosions in soil and the
particularity of pipeline transportation, in recent years,
researchers have performed related studies, which mainly
focused on two aspects: explosions in soil and responses of
buried pipelines.

(1) Studies on propagation characteristics of explosion
shock wave in soil medium [14–26]: the propagation
of an explosion shock wave in a soil medium involves
a damage effect to the target.(erefore, scholars have
carried out a large amount of research on the
propagation characteristics of explosion shock waves
in soil and achieved a series of results. Bjelovuk et al.
carried out a series of explosion experiments for the
soil surface or in shallow soil, studied the pit forming
effect, and established a formula relating the pit
forming characteristics and the explosive quantity
[14]. Hu et al., based on an explosion experiment,
studied the influence of explosions in multilayer
ground on the surface expansion damage, and the
factors affecting the expansion were studied through
an AUTODYN simulation. It was concluded that the
buried depth of the explosive was a sensitive factor
affecting the surface stress wave and the surface
expansion [15]. Karinski et al. analysed the Mach
effect of different shapes of rigid structures buried in
soil during blast loading with a numerical simula-
tion, and they obtained the pressure distribution
around the buried rigid structure [16]. Based on an
experimental study and numerical simulations of
different depths of an explosion in soil with a buried
reinforcement concrete slab, Tan et al. summarized
three typical failure modes (conical spalling failure,
convex failure, and pit forming failure of the rein-
forced concrete slab) during blast loading in soil [17].
Song et al. used the common node algorithm, contact
algorithm, and Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian
(ALE) algorithm to simulate an explosion in soil.(e
results showed that the equivalent viscoelastic
boundary element could effectively and better sim-
ulate the infinite foundation energy radiation
damping effect in the process of explosion shock
wave propagation [18]. Wan et al. carried out ex-
perimental and numerical simulation research on the
explosion cavity expansion phenomenon of an al-
uminium fibre explosive in soil, and they obtained
the relationship between the explosion cavity radius

of the aluminium-fibre explosive and the charge
quantity [19]. (rough experimental and theoretical
analysis, Ren et al. studied the propagation charac-
teristics of an explosion shock wave in loess, and they
obtained the wave attenuation index and the vari-
ation image of the vibration wave pressure derived
from the soil displacement velocity [20]. (rough an
experiment and numerical simulations, Wang et al.
studied the crater shape in wet sand, and they de-
duced an empirical formula for the crater diameter
with different charge quantities and buried depths
[21]. Based on the experimental results of an ex-
plosion in loess, Wang et al. carried out numerical
simulations on the volume change of an explosion
cavity in loess, obtained a three-dimensional fit
equation, and analysed the influence of the natural
density and water content on the volume of the
explosion cavity [22]. Based on the superposition of
the quasi-static expansion model of spherical
charges, Li et al. discussed the error using numerical
simulations, and they obtained a formula for the
plastic zone radius of a cylindrical charge under the
condition of a large length-diameter ratio [23].
Taking an explosion wave as a source, Lu et al.
obtained the ground motion parameters of the
bedrock and soil layer through on-site testing, and
they calculated the corresponding ground motion
parameters with the equivalent linearization analysis
method. (e results showed that the peak value of
the acceleration response spectrum was larger than
that of the bedrock input [24]. Wang and Gao
summarized the commonly used dynamic consti-
tutive models of unsaturated soil and saturated soil
as well as the comprehensive elastic-plastic models of
soil considering the relaxation effect. Finally, they
analysed the application scope and existing problems
of various models during blast loading [25]. Ren et al.
attributed the responses of soil particles during an
underground explosion load to the near-field dy-
namics, derived the coupling deformation formula of
soil particles during an explosion shock wave, and
verified their result with a numerical simulation [26].

(2) Studies of dynamic response and influencing factors
of common (metal or nonmetal) buried pipelines
during blast loading in soil [27–35]: many national
standards of buried pipelines in the world have no
special clauses or few clauses about the outer blast
loading [27–30]. Even though buried pipelines are
widely used in transportation, the studies on the
dynamic responses and damage statuses of buried
pipelines during blast loading are limited. Liang et al.
used LS-DYNA to simulate and analyse the dynamic
response of a buried gas pipeline during blast
loading, and they obtained the relationships between
the maximum response (including the velocity and
dynamic stress) of the buried pipeline, the charge
quantity, and the distance between the explosion
centre and the pipeline centre [31]. Gong et al.
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carried out a series of experimental studies on buried
steel pipes in highly saturated soil during near-field
explosions, and they obtained the attenuation law of
the peak strain at different positions for different
explosion centre distances and buried depths [32].
Abedi et al. regarded an underground pipeline as a
beam structure. By establishing a fourth-order,
nonhomogeneous partial differential equation and
using computer programming, the displacement and
the peak particle velocity of the pipeline under the
action of underground blast loading were obtained
[33]. Zhang et al. studied the buckling failure of
buried pipelines for an underground explosion and
obtained the buckling failure modes of buried
pipelines with different blast loading levels [34]. By
using the acceleration time-history function as the
input and combining it with a dynamic and static
analysis of the pipeline and using the vonMises yield
criterion, Shi et al. determined the critical vibration
velocity of pipelines during blast loading [35].

Although researchers have conducted many effective
explorative studies, studies on how to evaluate the anti-
explosion effectiveness of buried pipelines with CFRP sheets
subjected to blast loading are still limited [12]. Additionally,
due to the widespread use and the importance of buried
petroleum pipelines and considering the devastating pos-
sible results after an outer blast load is exerted, it is of great
importance to investigate the damage effects for buried
petroleum pipelines with (or without) CFRP sheets during
buried explosion shocks and to establish an effective and
convenient damage assessment method.

In this study, with an explosion experiment and nu-
merical simulations, the dynamic responses of a buried
standard petroleum pipeline and a buried CFRP petroleum
pipeline subjected to blast loading were numerically simu-
lated based on the experimental results of two types of
petroleum pipelines during blast loading. Furthermore,
based on pressure-impulse damage theory and considering
the deformation characteristics of the specimens, effective
damage assessment criteria and the corresponding formulae
for the two petroleum pipelines were also established. Ad-
ditionally, the performance of the CFRP sheet was evaluated.

2. Methodology

To evaluate the damage of the buried petroleum pipelines
during buried blast loading in soil, two typical specimens, a
standard pipeline and a pipeline wrapped with CFRP sheets,
were selected and designed. Furthermore, a buried blasting
experiment was designed and performed so that the dynamic
response and the damage of the petroleum pipelines could be
investigated thoroughly.

2.1. Experiment Design and Implementation

2.1.1. Specimen Design. An N80 (which was identified in the
American Petroleum Institute Standard) pipeline was se-
lected as the specimen. (e outer diameter was 73mm, the

thickness was 5.5mm, and the length was 750mm.(e basic
configuration of the specimens is shown in Figure 1.

To study the different damage statuses and the protection
effect of a CFRP sheet wrapped around the pipeline, two
pipeline specimens, a standard pipeline and a CFRP pipeline,
were designed. (e design parameters are shown in Table 1.
(e basic material properties of the CFRP sheet are shown in
Table 2.(e cross sections of the two specimens are shown in
Figure 2.(e basic configuration of the CFRP sheet is shown
in Figure 3.

It is known that buried petroleum pipelines are con-
nected by flanges. Since the two specimens were unfit for
flange connections, the equipment used to achieve con-
straints through pipeline specimens, as shown in Figures 4
and 5, was designed. One reaction equipment consisted of a
channel steel base, two steel ingot pedestals, and two snap
rings. All parts of the reaction equipment were made of steel.
Each pipeline specimen was inserted through the snap ring
and welded to achieve fixed constraints. (e schematic
diagram of the equipment used to achieve constraints
through pipeline specimens is shown in Figure 4. (e
equipment dimensions for the experimental conditions are
shown in Figure 5.

Based on the Repair of Pressure Equipment and Piping
Standard (American National Standards Institute/American
Society of Mechanical Engineers PCC-2S-2015), one of the
pipeline specimens was chosen to be wrapped with CFRP
sheets. (e procedure is as follows. After cleaning the
pipeline surface with an acetone solution and waiting the
solution to completely evaporate, the CFRP sheets were cut
based on the dimensions of the pipeline, which was defined
between the two snap rings. (e premixed carbon-fibre glue
was then brushed on the surface of the pipeline specimen,
the cut CFRP sheets were stuck on the surface of the pipeline,
and the lap length was kept at no less than 100mm. (e
procedure is shown in Figure 6.

(e lap joint was located on the bottom of the pipeline to
keep the lap joint far from the explosion centre. (e radial
overlap position of the CFRP sheets on the specimen was
kept on the back surface of the pipeline to maintain the
integration.(e axial overlap position of the CFRP sheets on
the specimen was kept on more than half-length of the
pipeline through the longitudinal direction. After the pro-
cedure was complete, the CFRP pipeline specimen was
allowed to stand for more than 24 h to ensure that the CFRP
sheets stuck to the specimen firmly. (e two pipeline
specimens and the equipment used to achieve constraints
through pipeline specimens are shown in Figure 7.

2.1.2. Experimental Conditions. To investigate the damage
and establish an effective assessment method of the buried
pipeline with blast loading, an explosion experiment for the
standard pipeline and the CFRP pipeline with the same
constraint conditions was carried out. (e basic test pa-
rameters are as follows. TNT was selected as the explosive,
and 9.35 kg of TNT was used in the experiments. Since the
petroleum pipeline was not buried deeply and shallow
buried blast loading usually occurs close to a buried pipeline
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Table 1: Design parameters of buried pipeline specimens.

Specimen Length (mm) Outer diameter of pipeline (mm) (ickness of pipeline (mm) Yield strength (MPa) CFRP
Standard N80 750 73 5.5 551 None
N80 with CFRP 750 73 5.5 551 Two layers

Table 2: Material parameters of carbon-fibre-reinforced polymer (CFRP).

Items Density (g/mm3) Elastic modulus (MPa) Tensile strength (MPa) Poisson’s ratio Elongation (%)
Values 1.79×10−3 2.49×105 3400 0 1.7

N80 Pipeline

Inner Diameter67.5 mm

(a)

CFRP Sheets N80 Pipeline

Inner Diameter
67.5 mm

(b)

Figure 2: Cross sections of N80 pipeline. (a) Standard N80 pipeline. (b) N80 pipeline with CFRP.

Figure 3: CFRP sheets.

Pipeline
Snap ring

Steel ingot pedestal

Channel steel base

(a)

Pipeline

Steel ingot pedestal

Channel steel base

Snap ring Snap ring

(b)

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the equipment. (a) Side view. (b) Front view.

Figure 1: N80 specimens.
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in real circumstances, the vertical distance between the
explosion centre and the surfaces of the two pipelines was set
as 380mm. (e buried depth of the explosive was 150mm
(the scaled depth was 0.07m/kg1/3). (e distance between
the explosion centre and the surface of the two pipelines was
440mm (the scaled distance was 0.19m/kg1/3).

To satisfy the basic test parameters mentioned above, a
hole with a depth of 800mm, a length of 1200mm, and a
width of 900mmwas dug.(e hole could accommodate two
buried pipeline specimens fixed by the equipment used to
achieve constraints through pipeline specimens, and it could
satisfy the requirements of the explosion experiment such as
the scaled distance and the position of the explosion centre.
(e schematic diagram is shown in Figure 8. (ere were two
back-filling lines, as shown in Figure 8. (e first back-filling
line satisfied the buried depth requirement of the explosive,
which kept the distance between the explosion centre and
the surfaces of the two pipelines at 440mm. (e second
back-filling line was the natural ground level. Although the
dynamic responses of the pipeline would be influenced by
the arrangement of the explosive under the experimental
conditions, the main purpose of the site experiment was to
examine the final plastic deformation of the two different
buried pipeline specimens.(e influence of the arrangement
of the explosives could be ignored. (us, there were no
testing instruments arranged on the two specimens or buried
in the soil.

Photographs of the real experimental field and the
specific preparation process are shown in Figure 9. (e

purpose of the steel bar shown in Figure 9(d) was to calibrate
the position of the explosion centre. (e hole after the first
back-filling and the position of the explosive are shown in
Figure 10. (e prepared test site is shown in Figure 11.

2.1.3. Experimental Results. (e test site after the explosion
is shown in Figure 12. A blasting funnel was evident since the
explosion occurred at a position close to the natural ground
surface. (e shallow soil was broken, and it spread outside
the original boundary. To examine the damage of the two
buried pipeline specimens, excavation was applied carefully
until the specimens were visible. (e initial photographs of
the specimens after excavation are shown in Figure 13 (the
left pipeline is the standard pipeline, and the right pipeline is
the CFRP pipeline). Significant plastic deformation occurred
on the front surfaces of the two pipelines during the blast
loading with a scaled distance of 0.19m/kg1/3, and one end of
the standard pipeline was broken (Figure 14). Additionally,
there were no leaks on the front surface of either specimen.

According to the Risk-Based-Inspection and Assessment
Methodology of External Damage for Buried Steel Pipelines
Standard (National Standard of the People’s Republic of
China, GB/T30582-2014), the depth of the dent on the
pipeline surface, which is referred to as the maximum de-
flection value of the bending deformation of the pipeline
surface under external loading, was the key parameter used
to evaluate the safety of the buried pipelines. (e depths of
the dents on the two pipeline specimen surfaces were

790
810

700
604

110 110

18
0

30
0

Figure 5: Dimensions of the equipment (units: mm).

(a) (b)

Figure 6: CFRP sheet wrapping process. (a) Brushing the premixed carbon fibre glue. (b) Cutting the CFRP sheets.
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measured separately after excavation. (e dent depth of the
standard pipeline was 120mm and that of the CFRP pipeline
was 70mm. Photographs of the macroscopic deformation
and the measurement of the two pipeline specimens for the
buried blast loading are shown in Figure 15.

2.2. Numerical Simulations. To investigate the antiexplosion
performance of the CFRP pipeline and to establish a sci-
entific damage assessment method for the buried pipelines, a

numerical model was established in the LS-DYNA software
based on the explosion experiment results, and finite ele-
ment numerical simulations were carried out.

2.3. Constitutive Model of Material. (e steel pipelines, air,
soil, and explosive were numerically simulated using a
SOLID164 element cell, and the CFRP sheets were simulated
using a SHELL163 element cell [36, 37]. (e corresponding
unit system was mm-ms-MPa. (e constitutive model of

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7: Photographs of the specimens and the equipment. (a) Before the CFRP was wrapped. (b) After the CFRP was wrapped (lower
pipeline). (c) Pipeline wrapped with CFRP.

460

Explosion centre

Natural ground

1st Back-filing line

2nd Back-filing line

44
0 440

15
0

38
0

80
0

Standard pipeline
CFRP pipeline

Figure 8: Schematic diagram of the test site (units: mm).
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steel pipeline, explosive, and air was performed as described
previously [38]. Briefly, material No. 3, material No. 8, and
material No. 9 were used to simulate the steel pipeline, the
explosive, and the air, respectively, under blast loading. In
addition, material No. 5 and material No. 1 were selected as
constitutive models of soil and CFRP sheets, respectively,
under blast loading. All details are as follows.

(1) Constitutive Model of Steel Pipeline.
Material No. 3 (∗MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC)
was selected to simulate the dynamic behaviour of
the steel pipeline under high strain rates. (e cor-
responding parameters of this constitutive model are
shown in Tables 3 and 4.

(2) Constitutive Model of Soil.
In the LS-DYNA material selector, material No. 5
(∗MAT_SOIL_AND_FOAM) was selected to sim-
ulate the dynamic behaviour of the soil at high strain
rates. (e corresponding parameters of this consti-
tutive model are shown in Tables 5–8.

(3) Constitutive Model of CFRP.
Because the CFRP sheets were not sensitive to the
strain rate, material No. 1 (∗MAT_ELASTIC) was
selected in the LS-DYNA material selector to sim-
ulate the dynamic behaviours of the CFRP sheets
before fracture. (e corresponding parameters of
this constitutive model are shown in Table 9.

(4) Constitutive Models of Explosive and Air.
Material No. 8 (∗MAT_HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_BURN)
was used to simulate the detonation of the TNT

explosive, andmaterial No. 9 (∗MAT_NULL)was used
to simulate the air. (e parameters of these two
constitutive models are shown in Tables 10 and 11.

2.4.Material Equation of State. As described previously [38],
an equation of the state was selected to describe the rela-
tionship between the volume deformation rate ΔV/V and
the pressure ΔP for the air and the explosives.

2.4.1. Equation of State of Explosive. (e ∗EOS_JWL model
in LS-DYNA was used to predict the pressure produced in
the explosion process, and the predictions were similar to the
experimental results. (e ∗EOS_JWL model is based on the
Jones–Wilkens–Lee equation of the state, which is often used
to describe the detonation of explosives [36]:

P � A 1 −
w

R1V
 e

− R1V
+ B 1 −

w

R2V
 e

− R2V
+

wE

V
, (1)

where P is the detonation pressure, V is the relative volume,
E is the internal energy per unit volume of the detonation
products, and w, A, B, R1, and R2 are material constants.(e
corresponding parameters of the equation of the state of the
explosive are shown in Table 12.

2.4.2. Air Equation of State. (e
∗EOS_LINEAR_POLYNOMIALequation of the state was
used to simulate the properties of the air in the explosion
process [39]. (e equation of the state can be written as
follows:

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: Test site during preparation. (a) Test hole excavation. (b) Specimen hoisting. (c) Specimen arrangement. (d) Buried depth
calibration.
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P � C0 + C1μ + C2μ
2

+ C3μ
3

+ C4 + C5μ + C6μ
2

 E, (2)

where μ � (1/V) − 1, P is the detonation pressure, E is the
internal energy per unit volume of the detonation products,
and C0–C6 are the parameters of the equation of the state.

For air, C0 � C1 � C2 � C3 � C6 � 0 and C4 � C5 � 0.4. (e
corresponding parameters of the equation of the state of air
are shown in Table 13.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10: First back-filling and the position of the explosive. (a) Back-filling. (b) Site after the first back-filling. (c) Explosive arrangement.
(d) Buried explosive.

Figure 11: Prepared test site.

Figure 12: Photograph of the test site after explosion.

Figure 13: Initial photograph of specimens after excavation.

Figure 14: Photograph showing one broken end for the standard
pipeline.
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(a) (b)

Figure 15: Macroscopic deformation of the two pipeline specimens. (a) Standard pipeline. (b) CFRP pipeline.

Table 3: Parameters of ∗MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC (card1).

Parameters MID RO E PR SIGY ETAN BETA
Value 1.6 7.83×10−3 2.1× 105 0.3 292.5 2.1× 103 0.0

Table 4: Parameters of ∗MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC (card2).

Parameters SRC SRP FS VP
Value 40 5 0.2 0.0

Table 5: Parameters of ∗MAT_SOIL_AND_FOAM (card1).

Parameters MID RO G BULK A0 A1 A2 PC
Value 2 1.73×10−3 63.85 3.0×104 3.4×10−3 7.033×10−2 0.3 −6.9×10−3

Table 6: Parameters of ∗MAT_SOIL_AND_FOAM (card2).

Parameters VCR REF
Value 0.0 0.0

Table 8: Parameters of ∗MAT_SOIL_AND_FOAM (card4).

Parameters EPS9 EPS10
Value 0.25 0.30

Table 9: Parameters of ∗MAT_ELASTIC (card1).

Parameters MID RO E PR DA DB K
Value 3 1.79×10−3 2.49×105 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table 7: Parameters of ∗MAT_SOIL_AND_FOAM (card3).

Parameters EPS1 EPS2 EPS3 EPS4 EPS5 EPS6 EPS7 EPS8
Value 0.0 0.05 0.09 0.11 0.15 0.19 0.21 0.22

Table 10: Parameters of ∗MAT_HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_BURN (card1).

Parameters MID RO D PCJ BETA K G SIGY
Value 4 1.64×10−3 6.93×103 2.1× 104 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Shock and Vibration 9



2.5. Finite Element Method (FEM) Model Establishment

2.5.1. Geometric Model and Boundary Conditions. To sim-
ulate the real dynamic responses of buried pipelines during
shallow buried blast loading, the boundary conditions are
determined as follows. (e ends of the two pipeline speci-
mens were constrained as fixed ends. Based on previous
reports [40, 41] and the conditions of the experiments, the
air region and the soil region are defined as follows. (e two
specimens were surrounded by a rectangular box filled with
soil. (e box boundaries on the two sides were 300mm from
the outer surface of the pipeline. (e box front and back
boundaries were 100mm from the end of the pipeline. (e
top boundary of the air was 300mm from the top boundary
of the soil, and the bottom boundary of the air was even with
the ground. (e model geometry is shown in Figure 16.

2.5.2. Finite Element Model. Five different materials needed
to be simulated. To simulate the flange connection under
actual conditions, fixed constraints were applied on all the
nodes of the two end sections of the finite element models.
With consideration of the properties of different materials
and to match closely with the experiment, a SHELL163
element cell was selected to represent the CFRP sheet and a
SOLID164 element cell was selected to represent the steel
pipeline, soil, explosive, and air. Considering the size effect
of the mesh resolution, the efficiency, and the requirement of
node sharing [42], the element size was selected to be 20mm.
(us, the total number of SOLID164 cell units in the finite
element model was 138,651, the total number of SHELL163
units in the finite element model was 792, and the total
simulation time was set to 30ms. (e boundaries of the
numerical model were in accordance with the geometric
model. To simulate infinite boundary conditions to repre-
sent a real pipeline, each outer surface of the finite element
model was defined with nonreflective boundary conditions.
(e finite element model is shown in Figure 17.

2.6.Numerical SimulationResults. (e simulation results are
shown in Figure 18. (e comparison of Figures 13 and 14
showed that simulation results agreed closely with the ex-
perimental results. Bending deformation on the front middle
surfaces of the two kinds of pipeline specimens was evident.

(e deformation of the standard pipeline was greater than
that of the CFRP pipeline, which can be seen clearly from
another angle in Figure 19. Breakage also occurred on the
ends of the standard pipeline, which was somewhat different
from the result in the real experiment. However, considering

Table 13: Parameters of the equation of the state of air.

Parameters EOSID C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 E0 V0
Value 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.25 1.0

Table 11: Parameters of ∗MAT_NULL (card1).

Parameters MID RO PC MU TEROD CEROD YM PR
Value 5 1.29×10−6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table 12: Parameters of the equation of the state of the explosive.

Parameters EOSID A B R1 R2 OMEG E0 V0
Value 4 3.74×105 3.23×103 4.15 0.95 0.3 7000 1.0

Soil

Standard pipeline

Explosive

Air

CFRP pipeline

Figure 16: Sketch of the geometric model.

Figure 17: Sketch of the finite element method (FEM) model.
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the differences between the experiment and the simulation
and the complicity of the explosion, the simulation results
were acceptable, and this simulation approach could be used
for further research.

To acquire the deformation amounts of the two kinds of
pipeline specimens, the results of the numerical simulations
for the standard and CFRP pipelines were plotted, as shown
in Figures 20 and 21, respectively.

By comparing the numerical simulation results with the
dent depth values of the two pipelines measured in the
explosion experiments, the accuracies of the simulations
were determined. (e dent depths of the two pipelines
reached stable values after 2.4ms in the numerical simu-
lation. As shown in Figure 20, the simulated dent depth of
the standard pipeline was 126.32mm, and the experimental
value was 120mm, corresponding to an error of 5.3%. As
shown in Figure 21, the simulated dent depth of the CFRP
pipeline was 78.11mm, and the experimental result was
70mm, corresponding to an error of 11.6%. (e two errors
were less than 15%. (e comparison of Figures 15 and 18
shows that the deformation shapes of the pipelines in the
simulation were in good agreement with those in the ex-
periments, except for the broken ends of the standard
pipeline specimen. (e reasons for the errors and the dif-
ferences between the simulation and experimental results are
as follows. First, there were differences in the explosion
environments. (e conditions were ideal in the numerical
simulations, but the explosion experiment was affected by
factors such as the site conditions (i.e., the influence of the
impurities in the soil, the compactness of the back-filling
conditions, and deviations from ideal adiabatic conditions)
and the measurement accuracy of the dent depth values of
the pipelines. Second, there were differences in the con-
straint conditions. To implement the fixed constraints of the
pipelines, a weld joint was used in the explosion experi-
ments, but due to the confinement by the snap ring di-
mensions of the equipment used to achieve constraints
through pipeline specimens, the weld position was only
located on the edge (connected to the pipeline directly) of
the snap ring. In the simulations, the fixed constraints of the
two specimens were fully implemented by confining the
nodes of the pipeline end sections. Based on the error, the

differences between the experimental and simulation con-
ditions, such as the constraint conditions, the soil condi-
tions, and the compactness of the backfilling, were
acceptable, and the numerical simulation results for the two
kinds of pipelines with the shallow buried blast loading were
reasonable. (us, the numerical model could be used to
perform further damage assessment research for the two
kinds of pipelines.
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Standard pipeline
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Figure 18: Simulation results for two kinds of pipeline specimens
(scaled distance� 0.19m/kg1/3).
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Figure 19: Deformation comparison of the two pipeline specimens
(scaled distance� 0.19m/kg1/3).
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Figure 20: Result of simulation for standard pipeline (scaled
distance� 0.19m/kg1/3).
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Figure 21: Simulation result for CFRP pipeline (scaled dis-
tance� 0.19m/kg1/3).
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3. Analysis and Evaluation

3.1.Deformation of Pipeline Surface. (e results of the in situ
explosion experiment and the numerical simulations
showed that, for the buried blast loading with a scaled
distance of 0.19m/kg1/3, the two kinds of specimens were
damaged on the surfaces facing the explosive. (e shock
wave was uniformly exerted on the two specimens by the
soil, so global bending deformation occurred for the two
pipelines. At the same time, greater local deformation, i.e.,
dents, appeared on the front middle surfaces of the two kinds
of specimens.

(e dent depth values of the standard pipeline were
greater than those of the CFRP pipeline for the same shallow
buried blast loading and constraint conditions. Further-
more, the standard pipeline was broken at its end. (is
indicated that the CFRP sheets yielded good antiexplosion
effects to protect the buried pipeline.

Since the duration of the in situ explosion experiment
was short, the numerical method, which was validated by the
comparison described above, was used to obtain the typical
dynamic parameters of the two different types of pipeline
specimens for blast loading. (e deformation-time curves of
the front and back middle regions of the two pipelines were
obtained from the simulations, as shown in Figures 22 and
23. Since the deformation changes of the two specimens
mainly occurred from 0 to 5ms, the curves in Figures 22 and
23 only show the results from the first 5ms.

Figure 22 shows that, for the standard pipeline, the
greatest amounts of deformation for the front middle surface
and the back surface both occurred at 2.4ms. Additionally,
the greatest deformation amount for the front middle
surface was 126.32mm, and the greatest deformation
amount for the back middle surface was 90.68mm. (e
difference between these deformation amounts was
35.64mm. (is meant that the damage to the back of the
standard pipeline was less than that to the front of the
pipeline because of the soil buffer and the explosion centre
distance. Since the propagation of the shock wave was
delayed by the surrounding soil, the beginning time of the
deformation on both sides, which is shown in Figure 22, was
not at the initial moment. Furthermore, the beginning time
of the deformation of the back surface was later than that for
the front surface.

(e deformation characteristics of the CFRP pipeline,
such as the moment of greatest deformation and the de-
formation distributions on the front and back middle sur-
faces, were similar to those of the standard pipeline, as
shown in Figure 23. In addition, the greatest deformation
amount for the front middle surface was 78.11mm, and the
greatest deformation amount for the back middle surface
was 36.15mm. (e difference between these deformation
amounts was 41.96mm. In contrast, the beginning time of
the deformation of the CFRP pipeline was later than that of
the standard pipeline.(ismeant that the CFRP pipeline was
protected by the CFRP sheets, and the deformation of the
pipeline was delayed. Based on the differences between the
front middle surface and the back middle surface shown in
Figures 22 and 23, the CFRP sheets clearly decreased the

deformation of the front middle and back middle surfaces of
the specimen.

To compare the final deformation amounts of the two
specimens, the deformation amounts of the front middle and
back middle surfaces and the beginning times of the de-
formation of the pipelines are summarized in Table 14.
Based on the data in Table 14, the deformation of the front
middle surface of the CFRP pipeline decreased by 38.16%
compared to that of the standard pipeline, and the defor-
mation of the back middle surface of the CFRP pipeline
decreased by 60.13% compared to that of the standard
pipeline. Furthermore, the beginning time of the defor-
mation of the CFRP pipeline was two times later on the front
and back middle surfaces compared to that of the standard
pipeline. Additionally, the difference between deformation
amounts of the front middle and back middle surfaces of the
two specimens was similar, and the value for the CFRP
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Figure 22: Deformation-time curves at the front and back surfaces
of the standard pipeline.
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Figure 23: Deformation-time curves at the front and back surfaces
of the CFRP pipeline.
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pipeline was 1.43% larger than that of the standard pipeline.
All the analysis results showed that the CFRP sheets
exhibited good antiexplosion performances during the
shallow buried blast loading. Furthermore, due to the
protection from the CFRP sheets, the CFRP pipeline de-
formation was delayed and diminished effectively.

3.2. Propagation Processes of Shock Wave. It is known that
the pressure of the shock wave from an explosion is another
key factor that affects the damage of a target. (e shallow
buried explosion caused shock wave propagation both in the
air and the soil. (e main propagation processes of a shock
wave in the soil and the air were determined, as shown in
Figure 24.

Figures 24(a)–24(d) show that the pressure values of the
shock wave declined rapidly from 82.98 to 7.41MPa in
2.7ms. Additionally, the pressure values declined signifi-
cantly by 88.5% from 0.3 to 1.2ms. (is meant that the
shallow buried explosion released energy quickly, and the
early response of the object had to be focused on. Defor-
mation of the two pipelines was evident, as shown in
Figures 24(b) and 24(c). Furthermore, because the propa-
gation velocity of the shock wave was different in the air and
the soil, the shapes of the shock waves were also different,
and there was a projectile effect on the boundary between the
air and soil that was consistent with the experimental results.
Diffraction occurred for the two specimens after the shock
wave surrounded them, as shown in Figures 24(c) and 24(d).
All the analysis results showed that the shallow buried ex-
plosion would result in damage to the buried object and the
object near the boundary between the air and soil.

3.3. Pressure-Time History Curves. To evaluate the dynamic
responses of the two pipeline specimens, the pressure-time
history curves for the front and back middle surfaces of the
two kinds of pipeline specimens were also obtained from the
numerical simulation results, as shown in Figures 25 and 26.
With 9.35 kg of explosives and a scaled distance of 0.19m/
kg1/3, the changes of the pressure-time curves at the two
positions for the two kinds of pipeline specimens were
relatively consistent except for the peak values of the
pressure. According to Figures 25 and 26, the initial points of
the curves for the back middle surfaces of the two specimens
were later than those of the front middle surfaces because of
the shock wave propagation.(e pressure-time curves of the
two pipelines were characterized by steep rises to peak values
within short time spans after the explosion had initiated and
then steeply dropped, after which the curves gradually
approached zero.

As shown in Figure 25, the peak pressure values of the
standard pipeline were 28.47MPa at the front middle
surface and 14.70MPa at the back middle surface. For the
CFRP pipeline in Figure 26, the peak pressure values were
20.95MPa at the front middle surface and 13.51MPa at the
back middle surface. (e comparison of the results showed
that the peak pressure values of front middle and back
middle surfaces of the CFRP pipeline were lower than those
of the standard pipeline. For the front middle surface, the

peak pressure values of the CFRP pipeline decreased by
26.41%. For the back middle surface, the peak pressure
values of the CFRP pipeline decreased by 8.1%. (e CFRP
sheets decreased the peak pressure values of the buried
pipeline.

As shown in Figures 25 and 26, the periods of positive
pressure for the two pipelines were approximately 3.5ms for
the front middle surface. For the back middle surface, the
periods of positive pressure were approximately 3.2ms for
the two pipelines. (us, the response times of the two po-
sitions for the different pipelines were very close, which
means that the CFRP sheets had little effect on the periods of
positive pressure.

Based on this analysis, although damage occurred both at
the front and back middle surfaces of the two buried
pipelines, the CFRP sheets could effectively decrease the
damage to some extent. (us, the damage assessment of the
two pipeline specimens should focus on the deformation of
the middle of the pipeline surface facing the explosive.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Damage Assessment Criterion. A buried petroleum
pipeline is a special industrial unit due to its transport
conditions, and shallow buried blast loading is very dan-
gerous to buried petroleum pipelines. Additionally, the
damage assessment of a buried petroleum pipeline should
be effective and easy to perform. During blast loading,
permanent deformation will occur to the object. (e us-
ability of a pipeline with permanent deformation is
meaningful for actual project applications. According to
the national standards of the People’s Republic of China
Risk-Based-Inspection and Assessment Methodology of
External Damage for Buried Steel Pipelines (GB/T30582-
2014), a dent (permanent deformation) is acceptable for the
safety of a pipeline if it is no larger than 6% of the outer
diameter of the pipeline. (e dent can be defined as the
maximum value of the permanent deformation, which is
described in Figure 27, where d represents the depth of the
dent and l represents the length of the dent. (e rela-
tionship between d and l is shown in Figure 27, where l
corresponds to half of d. (us, accurate measurement of the
depth of the dent should be ensured.

According to the Risk-Based-Inspection and Assessment
Methodology of External Damage for Buried Steel Pipelines
Standard (GB/T30582-2014), during blast loading, the al-
lowable value of the permanent deformation of an experi-
mental pipeline with a 73mm outer diameter is 4.38mm.
Since the damage assessment for a member needs to be
executed easily on-site, the membrane strain was adopted,
which is defined as follows:

ε �
1
2

·
d

l
 

2

. (3)

By comprehensively considering the yield strength of the
pipeline specimens (550MPa) and using equation (3), a new
effective parameter, the critical failure dent depth-dent
length ratio can be defined as follows:
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Table 14: Key items of the two pipeline specimens during blast loading.

Key items
Standard pipeline CFRP pipeline

Front middle surface Back middle surface Front middle surface Back middle surface
Final deformation (mm) 126.32 90.68 78.11 36.15
Beginning time of deformation (ms) 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2
Deformation difference (mm) 35.64 41.96
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8.292e+00
-6.826e-03
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XZ
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Figure 24: Main propagation processes of the shock wave. (a) Ignition time (0.3 ms). (b) Shock wave touching the pipelines (1.2 ms).
(c) Shock wave surrounding the pipeline (1.5 ms). (d) Shock wave touching the bottom boundary (2.7 ms).
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Figure 25: Pressure-time curves at front and back surfaces of
standard pipeline.
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Figure 26: Pressure-time curves at front and back surfaces of CFRP
pipeline.
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Rcritical �
d

l
� 0.072. (4)

In equation (4), the dent deformation of the pipeline is
the maximum plastic displacement. Equation (4) can be
described as the damage assessment criterion for buried
pipelines, which could be stated simply as follows. If the ratio
of the dent depth to the dent length is less than 0.072, the
buried pipeline can be determined to be safe. If the ratio of
the dent depth to the dent length is greater than 0.072, the
buried pipeline can be determined to be unsafe. Since the
deformation of the pipeline specimens was caused by blast
loading and the pressure and impulse were the two key
parameters that mainly determined the damage to a target
during blast loading, the pressure-impulse damage assess-
ment criteria for the critical failure dent depth-dent length
ratio of two buried pipeline specimens with fixed-end
constraints were decided to be established.

4.2. Establishment of Pressure-Impulse Diagram (P-I Curve)
for Two Buried Pipelines. (e pressure-impulse damage
theory was adopted to describe the damage of the two
pipelines. In this theory, if the pressure and impulses from
the explosion shock waves meet the critical damage criterion
of a target, then the target is damaged. (e pressure-impulse
damage theory can be described as follows [43]:

P − Pcr(  I − Icr(  � C, (5)

where Pcr is a critical value of the pressure that causes a
certain amount of damage to the target, Icr is a critical value
of the impulse that causes a certain amount of damage to the
target, and C is a constant that is related to the characteristics
and the damage level of the target.

(e established finite element models of the buried
standard and CFRP pipelines were adjusted several times to
determine the critical pressure and impulse. With the
damage assessment criterion defined above as the standard,
after each numerical simulation, the displacement-time
curve of the element was obtained by selecting the element
located in the geometric centre of the pipeline (or the CFRP
sheet) surface facing the explosive.(e pressure and impulse
data obtained from many numerical simulations were
plotted in the pressure-impulse (P-I) plane. (e critical
values of the pressure and impulse were determined from the
data, which agreed with the condition of d� 0.072l (equation
(4)). (e damage diagrams, i.e., the P-I curves, for the
standard pipeline and the CFRP pipeline were obtained, as
shown in Figures 28 and 29.

(e P-I curves established in Figures 28 and 29 show that
the P-I plane was divided into two regions. If the P and I data
fell to the left of the curve, the ratio of the dent depth to the
dent length was less than 0.072 and the deformation of the
pipeline was still within the safe range. (us, the pipeline
could be judged to be safe. If the combined data for P and I
fell to the right of the curve, the ratio of the dent depth to the
dent length was greater than 0.072 and the pipeline could be
judged to be unsafe. If the P and I data fell on the curve,
corresponding to a critical state, the pipeline could be judged
to be unsafe. For example, for the buried explosion exper-
iment and simulation for the standard pipeline, the P and I
data (P� 28.47MPa and I� 18.71MPa·ms) fell to the right of
the curve shown in Figure 28, and thus, the standard pipeline
could be judged to be unsafe for the blast loading in the
experiment. Furthermore, for the CFRP pipeline, the P and I
data (P� 20.95MPa and I� 16.22MPa·ms) also fell to the
right of the curve shown in Figure 29. (us, the CFRP
pipeline was in an unsafe state. Since neither the experiment
nor the simulations considered the effect of fluid in the
pipelines, the P-I curves for the standard and CFRP pipelines
can be used to determine the damage of two types of
pipelines without an internal fluid.

To compare the differences between the two P-I curves of
the different pipelines, the curves were plotted in the same
coordinate system, as shown in Figure 30. (e P-I curves of
the two pipelines had the same trends, but the curve of the
CFRP pipeline was above that of the standard pipeline. (e
maximum P difference between the two pipelines was close
to 86.5% for the condition with the same I value. (e results
showed that, for the CFRP pipeline, the probability of the P
and I data falling to the left of the curve was higher. (is
meant that the antiexplosion performance of the CFRP
pipeline was better than that of the standard pipeline.

4.3.MathematicalFormula forPressure-ImpulseDiagram(P-I
Curve). To provide a clear mathematical interpretation for
the P-I curves of the two pipelines, the P-I curves in Fig-
ures 28 and 29 were fitted with mathematical formulae.
(rough the analysis of the data, I and P were found to
approximately follow a power function relationship. (us,
the P-I curves of the two pipelines could be expressed as
follows:

P � A · I
B
, (6)

where P is the peak pressure of the blast wave, I is the
impulse of the blast wave, and A and B are two real constants
that are related to the damage of the pipelines without an

l

d/2
d/2

Figure 27: Definition of dent.
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internal fluid.(e fitting results of equation (6) are shown in
Figures 31 and 32.

Figures 31 and 32 show that the curves drawn with the
fitting formula were in good agreement with the numerical
simulation results. (erefore, by generalizing equation (6),
damage assessment criteria for the two kinds of buried
petroleum pipelines based on the dent depth-dent length
ratio were established. Based on equation (6), the following
fitted equation was obtained, and this equation could be used
to determine the damage of a standard pipeline without an
internal fluid:

P � 0.75 · I
− 3.34

, (7)

where A � 0.75 and B � −3.34.

(e following equation was similarly determined, and it
could be used to determine the damage of the CFRP pipeline
without an internal fluid:

P � 28.6 · I
− 1.37

, (8)

where A � 28.6 and B � −1.37.
Equations (7) and (8) are suitable for the explosion

damage assessment of the buried standard pipeline and the
buried CFRP pipeline, respectively, with fixed-end con-
straints, back-filling conditions, and design parameters
presented above (only for these two specimens). Similarly,
the fitted pressure-impulse (P-I) curves in Figures 31 and 32
could be used to evaluate the safety of these two buried
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Figure 28: Pressure-impulse (P-I) curve of the standard pipeline.
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Figure 29: Pressure-impulse (P-I) curve of the CFRP pipeline.
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Figure 30: Pressure-impulse (P-I) curves of the standard and CFRP
pipelines.
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curve and the numerical simulation results for the standard
pipeline.
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pipelines without an internal fluid and with the design
parameters presented above. (e corresponding P-I curves
and formulae for other buried pipelines with different
constraints and design parameters (e.g., with different di-
ameters) subjected to shallow buried blast loading could be
deduced using the methods summarized in this paper.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the dynamic responses and damage assessment
of a buried standard pipeline and a buried CFRP pipeline
subjected to buried blast loading were studied using an
explosion experiment and numerical simulations. (e fol-
lowing conclusions were obtained.

(1) (e CFRP sheets had a positive effect on the pro-
tection of the buried pipeline during the blast loading
after professional wrapping and pasting. (e anti-
explosion performance of the CFRP pipeline was
better than that of the standard pipeline under the
conditions described above. (e deformation of the
buried pipeline and the pressure of the shock wave
were decreased effectively. (e effect of the CFRP
sheets on the decrease in the periods of positive
pressure was limited.

(2) (e shallow buried explosion was complicated for
the shock wave propagation in both air and soil. (e
objects that were buried or near the surface of the soil
were severely damaged by the shallow buried ex-
plosion. As an important shallow buried object,
buried petroleum pipelines should have pre-
protection to improve the antiexplosion perfor-
mance before their installation. Under the same
buried blast loading conditions, the blast shock wave
caused the most intense damage at the surface facing
the explosive. It is important to determine the
possible weak points and design CFRP sheet pro-
tection reasonably for buried petroleum pipelines.

(3) Confirming an effective and convenient damage
assessment method for a buried pipeline after an
explosion is important for safety evaluation. An
assessment method was determined using the
specifications in the national standard and the re-
search described in this paper. (e critical ratio
between the dent depth and the dent length of a
buried pipeline could be adopted as the effective
parameter to evaluate the damage during blast
loading because this ratio is simple to measure.

(4) Damage assessment criteria for the standard pipeline
and the CFRP pipeline were established based on the
pressure-impulse damage theory. With the damage
assessment criteria, the P-I curves and mathematical
formulae were derived based on the ratio between
the dent depth and the dent length of a pipeline
facing the explosive with fixed constraints. Fur-
thermore, the safety performance of other different
buried pipelines without an internal fluid and with
different design parameters subjected to shallow
buried blast loading could be evaluated using the
damage assessment criteria.
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